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What is Shotspotter?
The Shotspotter GLS detects and locates gunfire and
explosive incidents. When an event is detected, data is
transmitted to Shotspotter's patented location software,
which properly identifies the event as gunfire, fireworks,
explosion, or a non-threatening sound. All everyday
sounds such as car backfires, dump trucks, and nail
guns are automatically filtered, allowing users to focus
on important events. 



How does Shotspotter Work?
• Shotspotter location software pinpoints the location of 

the incident, providing an exact address, accurate up 
to 25 meters (82 feet). This offers responders better 
situational awareness, and supports strategic and 
tactical response.



Shotspotter Boundaries
Currently, the boundaries of the Shotspotter (Oval) area is as follows: Fourteen city blocks by 
twenty-four city blocks. Keep in mind that the area is more like a "Cloudy“ oval and the above 
borders are the furthest points N, S, E, & W of the circle. In other words there is coverage 
outside the circle, for instance as far as six city blocks, and in other areas there appears to be 
less coverage.  This is due to the ability to pinpoint the incident, this also effects the accuracy of 
the system 



What does the Shotspotter Screen look like?
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WAVE FILE CHARACTERISTICS: GUNSHOTS



GUNSHOTS FIREWORKS
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What does a Shotspotter CFS look like?



Shotspotter VS Violent Crime-January 2011

Shooting at 3043 N 27 on the 8thShooting at 3043 N 27 on the 8th 11stst Call was at 913 W Hadley, the Call was at 913 W Hadley, the 
second call shows suspect second call shows suspect 

travelling N on N. 9travelling N on N. 9thth STST



How many CFS does Shotspotter generate?
•As of my query today, Thursday, June 23rd, 201 at 7:20 
AM the Shotspotter as generated 864 call for service:

•16 resulted in Adult Arrests

•2 resulted in Juvenile Arrests

•50 reports generated

•Assisted in the investigation of 10 shootings



Future Uses for Shotspotter
On Thursday, Jan. 27th, personnel from District 
Three, Five, and CIB were trained by the 
Shotspotter Corporation in identifying different 
sounds to determined gun fire for use in 
investigations.  Eventually Shotspotter capable 
computers will be installed at the Districts  and 
CIB so data can be directly extracted from the 
system.  The Shotspotter corporation has also 
been in Milwaukee doing “test” firings for 
dispatch personnel to better determine which 
sounds are firearms and which are not.



The Future is Now!  Shotspotter in use at 
the district level

Shots fired per the CAD
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Overall Assessment of Shotspotter

Shotspotter is valuable tool in the 
detection and reduction of violent crime 
in the coverage area.  It allows us to 
respond to shots fired calls in real time 
and to approach possible deadly force 
incidents in a safe tactical manner.



Any Questions?

Thank you to the District FIVE CLO’s, 
and Officer KRUSCHKE and PALMER 
for assisting me in preparing this 
update.
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